Abstract: Food and music were both considered dangerous stimulants for women. During the modern age they could express themselves as 'artists' only inside nunneries: Isabella Leonarda -an Ursuline nun from Novara -was the most prolific female composer of the seventeenth century. Moreover, the first book of recipes ever written by a woman comes from an Italian nunnery: Maria Vittoria della Verde, a Dominican nun from Perugia, wrote down 170 recipes from 1583 to 1607. While bishops considered elaborate music and food dangerous for the spiritual well-being of nuns, it is evident that both were used to maintain a lively relationship with the external world. Fasting was the opposite system of affirming themselves.
raises the consequential connection between what we take from the outside world (food and experience) and what we return into it (complex processing), and this is universal and always true. Thus it has always been and always will be and has been known to mankind since Homer called civilized men "bread eaters", because of their ability to manipulate nutrients, setting them apart from the intellectual simplicity of uncouth primitives. This concept is also the starting point of the relationship between female Christian religiosity of the early modern age, and food and art in general.
Ravenously hungry women, or those just interested in food, are often considered sexually uninhibited today, just as they were in the past.
2 Basically, Western religious women have followed the cultural nutritional model designed for monks in the Middle Ages, according to the strict Regola laid down by St. Benedict of Norcia in the sixth century. 3 The original idea was based on the utterly male certainty that female sexual continentia could be exercised by abstinentia from food from a very early age. 4 As the mirror of a weak body, 5 the matchingly fragile female intellect needed to be supported and guided towards maximum restraint of sensual impulses in order not to stray into the darkness of eternal perdition. The effectiveness of this cultural model is confirmed by the medieval iconography depicting skinny women (and therefore virtuous) who do not eat in public, even when they sit at table in a convivial atmosphere.
The affirmation of moderation as a result of reason comes in the early modern age. The change was due to the shift of the behavioral axis, above all intellectual, from the outside (the group) to the inside (self), as postulated by the Scholastic philosophy from the thirteenth century onwards. Thus, especially for women, the potentially rational relationship between moderation and food turns into a specific means aimed at achieving high spiritual purposes. The Desert Fathers of the fourth century already knew about the cathartic potential of fasting from food to break away as much as possible from their own human state to grow nearer to God. The women who imitated this practice of fasting in the early modern age thus exploited a socially subversive purpose which was to take personal charge of their own lives upsetting premeditated paternal plans.
6 Among those practising fasting was St. Catherine of Siena (1347-2 M.G. MUZZARELLI and F.TAROZZI, Donne e cibo: una relazione nella storia, p.VII. 3 The Regula Benedicti consists of a prologue and 73 chapters. Those devoted to permitted food and beverages are ch.XXXIX (De mensura cibi) and ch.XL (De mensura potus). About the monastic rules r e l a t i n g t o p l e a s u r e , i t s v a r i a t i o n s o v e r t h e y e a r s a n d i t s s p r e a d , s e e C . C A S A G R A N D E and S.VECCHIO, Gola. The exceptional blossoming of literature by women, that took place in Italy in the mid sixteenth century, 10 began with the publication in Parma (Antonio Viotti, 1538) of the Rime by the noblewoman Vittoria Colonna, the first ever printed collection of poems composed by a woman. This was not sufficient, however, to alter the traditional intellectual role of women which required them to echo and be subordinate to the dominant male.
11 To avoid upsetting the social order of the time, as depicted in the Courtier by Baldassarre Castiglione, one of the most famous and influential texts in Europe, 12 even learned women taking part in courtly conversations «do not intervene directly, nor have any active speaking function in creating with words». 13 Women's education expected them to comply with the established male order and perspective, as confirmed by the flowering of several treatises on the best way to choose a wife.
14
The strict monastic seclusion for women, as pursued between the sixteenth and the eighteenth century, also had a vital role in preserving the social order, first to avoid the dissipation of the family assets, second to find a worthy position for daughters, either illegitimate 15 or born from a previous marriage, or simply difficult to settle. Galilei (born Virginia Galilei, 1600 -1634 , the illegitimate daughter of Galileo and the Venetian Marina Gamba, who entered the convent of St. Matthew in Arcetri (near Florence) at thirteen with her sister Livia, who was a year younger and became sister Arcangela. Her father carefully kept all the 124 letters sent to him by his eldest daughter from 1623 to 1633, published in V.GALILEI, Lettere al padre. take vows. 16 However, the cloister proved to be the only place that could guarantee some sort of self-determination for many women.
17
Strange to say, the phenomenon became more evident as seclusion was more enforced. In fact, the need for more rigorous conventual seclusion for women was stressed in the last session of the Council of Trent (1545-1563). The meeting which led to the drawing up of the Decretum de regularibus et monialibus was held between the 3 rd and the 4 th of December 1563 (XXV Session), and Chapter V of the Decree sets out for the nuns the absolute prohibition to leave the convent, even for a short time and under any pretext, without a legitimate reason approved by the local bishop. Excommunication was also threatened for those entering the convent enclosure without the permission of the Bishop or the Mother Superior. So, notwithstanding the undeniable tightening of social relationships within the convent brought about by the new rules, in many cases it is possible to note a real increase in productivity on the part of the nuns, regarding both the management of food and music.
With their ruling, the Council Fathers clearly wanted to undermine the nuns' intellectual independence. The strict seclusion was aimed at limiting any potential unrest, especially by those women coming from cultured or noble families, used to reading and to reasoning. The flattening of minds and the consequent personal fragility induced by the imposed seclusion for life, clearly was to enhance docility of character and to promote an essential spiritual stillness: this was to guarantee Paradise for the nuns and to reassure the society of the time. Moreover, the preceptors outside the monastery hoped for something very similar for ideal future wives: «Religious training that fashioned the reins of modesty and humility; selective education that showed a woman her moral duty without enflaming her undisciplined imagination or loosing her 16 Elena Cassandra Tarabotti, who became Arcangela as a nun, having entered a convent at the age of thirteen, left several thundering works against the practice of inducing naive young women to the cloistered life, starting with Tirannia paterna, published posthumously with the title La semplicità ingannata (Leiden, Gio. Sambix [pseudonym of Johannes and Daniel Elzevier], 1654) and under the pseudonym Galerana Baratotti, which is an almost perfect anagram of her nun's name. In the preface of her work, she addresses the reader with these words: «Here is Simplicity Deceived, that has at last seen the light, showing to the world the worst deception that the greatest evil, disguised as goodness, has ever perpetrated». 17 Arcangela Tarabotti herself also shows us the other side of the coin, and from her own writing we learn that: «our idea of the monastery as a prison is largely a historiographical construction [...] reading now Le lettere familiari e di complimento by Arcangela Tarabotti we can obtain a deeper documentary understanding of life inside the Italian cloisters during the Renaissance and Baroque ages that could have represented a real 'living death' for women, as required by the rules of the vocation, or a suitable place where to achieve self-fulfillment and social promotion» (G.ZARRI, Presentazione, p.7). In a nutshell, it was because of her status as a nun that she was able to maintain numerous literary contacts and have some of her treatises published. tongue for public talk; honest work that busied her hands; and laws and constraints that made her subject to her husband».
18 This long-lasting psychological attitude can also explain the social alarm generated in Europe in the mid twentieth century by the introduction of domestic appliances in people's homes, considered «as a dangerous attack on the unity and strength of the family». The reaction to the fear of social disintegration was then to centre on the housewife's role as the emotional mainstay of the family's affections.
19
Even in the choice of what women should eat was to be approved by men, as clearly stated by the Dominican preacher Giovanni Dominici from Florence who, in his Regola di governo di cura familiare (1401-1403): «The food you prepare should be agreed with him [the husband]; and without his agreement do not cook strange foods, that he may not offend God». 20 Although always in charge of preparing food for the family, women were never officially allowed to be creative in the kitchen. The history of recipes proves it in full, since from Roman times culinary creativity was a full male prerogative, and was to remain unchanged through the Middle Ages and into the early modern age. The first systematic collection of recipes is the vulgate Libro de arte coquinaria by Martino de' Rossi (Maestro Martino da Como) written between 1450 and 1460, 21 although several more fragmented writings by men on the subject can be traced back over the previous centuries.
The first recipe book compiled by a woman comes from a convent. It is a manuscript collection bearing the dates «1583» and «1607» containing 170 recipes written by a Dominican nun, Maria Vittoria della Verde, in Perugia. Unfortunately, the fact that there is no mention of the amounts of the ingredients listed makes these recipes impossible to reproduce, although they are a clear invitation to reflect on the role of cooking in convents. The regulation concerning the way to prepare food together with the many other notes in the same notebook reveal the pride for selfsufficiency of the community through very diligent management.
In another similar notebook, by the same nun and dated 1583, we find an eloquent note on the need for «a religious person to acquire proper decorum inside and outside because the spiritual life requires strict morality and good manners as there is no disarray in heaven». 22 23 This way of measuring time was still practised outside the convents and the monasteries throughout the sixteenth century, when it was still only the passing of time which marked people's lives. 24 But the recipes of these nuns do not only show the need for meticulous self-organization: there is, of course, also the satisfaction of feeling creative with well presented and perfectly prepared food. However, in a minor key, this was achieved with a constant balance between complacency and modesty, as it should be for the «perfect Christian [...] whose greatness is to humble himself». 25 In the early modern age, this very same philosophy can be noticed again in the attitude towards polyphonic music in nunneries. 26 After the confused statements about all this resulting from the Council of Trent, the thorny management of polyphony inside the cloistered convents was placed completely in the hands of the local religious authorities who were invited to act by taking into account existing traditions. 27 At this stage, the prelates appointed to decide on the matter acted in a curiously schizophrenic way: if in certain places, male musicians were allowed to work with the nuns (as in Siena), in others, even the idea of producing and performing polyphonic music in convents (as in Bologna) was refused. The bishops' prohibition on music was aimed at Blessed Columba in Perugia; see also the description in G.CASAGRANDE, Inventario dell'Archivio del monastero della Beata Colomba. 23 In fact, Maestro Martino also calculates the preparation time in this manner. On fol. 84r, for example, he explains how to prepare rose water: the mixture was to steep from morning to the Ave Maria («tiene mane sina l'ave maria»): see [SUOR M. V. DELLA VERDE], Gola e preghiera nella clausura dell 'ultimo '500, pp.326-327. 24 «The need for a more accurate means of measuring time was felt only from the second half of the sixteenth century, consistent with an increase of wealth in the cities and with the new supremacy of city over country life. The spread of the use of the watch, the construction of ever more precise timemeasuring instruments, in fact, dates to this period» (P.ROSSI, I filosofi e le macchine: 1400-1700, p.43). 25 On fol. 68r of a similar notebook. 26 The first scholar to devote himself to the study of music in convents in the early modern age was repressing the spirit of initiative of the cloistered nuns, at taming their vanity and the pride of the families of origin.
As in the case of fame acquired through the preparation of exquisite food, which was to make several convents famous, the practice of music was to become an obvious means of inward and outward self-assertion of the cloistered nuns.
28 However, the selfp r o m o t i o n w a s a l w a y s u n d e r s t a t e d . F o o d a n d m u s i c a c t e d a s a m e a n s o f communication with the outside world. Besides the written word, they were among the few real forms of creativity coming out of the nunneries. Food turned into an art, while many convents specialized in delicacies that became famous and much sought after: nuns were the only women recognized and rewarded as chefs in the early modern age.
29
The very few female composers of the seventeenth century are also mostly nuns, sometimes perfectly conversant with new techniques and often eager to acquire some sort of earthly fame through the publishing of music. Isabella Leonarda (1620 Leonarda ( -1704 was the first woman ever to publish instrumental music, a genre not generally performed in convents, in 1693. However it was from the music by Vittoria Aleotti published in 1591 30 that other nuns would begin to publish their musical works. 31 In a life that offered no unexpected events, some nuns made use of their art to achieve a strong cultural mediation that reminds us of the observations by the anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss on the relationship between man and nature that is implicit in the act of cooking food: between the natural and the cultural stands the element of socialization.
32 This phenomenon seems even more relevant where the prohibitions on the part of the bishops were more stringent (it is interesting to observe that no publications of music composed by nuns come from liberal Siena).
However, the introductions to the music collections contain acknowledgments of great humility, protected under the umbrella of the benevolence of the other nuns and under the dedication to the high prelates. I think that this ostentatiously humble 28 attitude can be taken as a specific system of mental survival, a deliberate, public, selfimposed depreciation of their creative work that, at the same time, would make these ventures socially acceptable. This creativity produced something exportable outside the convent embodying a sort of ransom to establish a passage towards the outside world for women evidently condemned to perpetual confinement. It is my opinion that these nuns produced a kind of seductive nourishment for the world outside the cloister walls.
As in all forms of courtship, they showed to the outer world only the best, thus dreaming of existing beyond the convent. In the quest for sanctity (and recognition in the lay world), some nuns chose to deprive themselves of nourishment, denying all interest in food, to come closer to Christ's sufferings, while others made use of the food itself to build a bridge from the convent to the outside world. The «use of the food system as a means of social communication» as expressed by Massimo Montanari, 33 is then fully confirmed also in this dual context, culinary and otherwise: indirectly, the preparation of food enhances human ingenuity that is capable of synthesis, 34 thus granting a certain visibility otherwise denied. In doing so, the nuns of the early modern age regained a small part of what they could no longer experience: contact with the outside world, care of other people through the nourishment of the body and of the mind.
In this way, some nuns managed to regain a small piece of the traditional role of the woman which would otherwise have been lost forever: that of being a wife and a mother devoting herself entirely to the care of the family. By using their intellect in addition to their hands, these nuns managed to turn themselves into a subliminal image for the outer world. However, it cannot be forgotten that the most important social function of the nuns was to support the city by propitiatory prayers. Some of them s o u g h t i n d i v i d u a l s e l f -a s s e r t i o n b y r e j e c t i n g t h e l e v e l i n g t h a t m a d e t h e i r g r o u p indistinct and, consequently, blurred and vague. They did so by seeking forms of selforganization, often pursuing the authorial recognition that the era denied them. 35 However, they did so by making use of the topos of ignorance as a shield to avoid the judgment of the inevitable critics. 36 
